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Programme 10         by Barbara Gray
29 November     

In this week�s music programme, Libby and Michael will be exploring a �hairy scary castle�, and 
encouraging the children to listen to all the sounds they Þ nd there and to join in the song with all 
sorts of sounds of their own.

Song

This song is cumulative, with two new lines being added each 
verse at lines 4 and 5 (see italics).  The last two lines of the
tune are repeated each time a verse is added.

TheHairy Scary Castle
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   In the Hairy Scary Castle, 
   In the Hairy Scary Castle,          

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 Where the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,
 Where the rats go SQUEAK,
 And the bats go FLAP!
 And the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,
 Where the stairs go CREAK,
 And the clock goes TOCK!
 Where the rats go SQUEAK,
 And the bats go FLAP!
 Where the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 Where the wind goes WHOOSH,
 And the doors go BANG!
 Where the stairs go CREAK,
 And the clock goes TOCK! 
 Where the rats go SQUEAK,
 And the bats go FLAP!
 Where the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

After the Programme

words for discussion:-  castle window �like a slit�; a skeleton; a bat; a grandfather clock; a 
hurricane; an attic; a heavy thud.  

� Learn the song.  Break it up into verses and sing each a few times until the children are   
conÞ dent with it.

� Discuss with the children ways of making vocal or body sounds to illustrate the song.  
Using their ideas as much as possible, sing the song again, including these sounds.  
Libby and Michael decided on:-
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door:   
skeleton:  
rat:   
clock:   
stairs:   
banging doors: 
wind:   

vocal squeak ranging from low to high
rattling Þ nger nails on table top
high pitched squeak
clicking tongue
deep creaking vocal sounds
stamping feet
whooshing sound

� For a longer project, substitute the vocal and body sounds with noises you can make   
with classroom objects.  Leave plenty of time for experimentation.  Talk about which of 
the Hairy Scary Castle sounds are loud.  Which are quiet?  Which are scariest?

Select a group of children for each sound.  Practise them in individual groups.  Appoint a 
�conductor�, and practise responding promptly to him/her.  Each sound needs to be very short, so 
as not to interrupt the ß ow of the song too much.

Some suggestions for classroom sounds:-

skeleton:  

bat:   
rat:   
clock:   
banging door: 
wind:   

rattling a box with jigsaw pieces inside, or shaking a box of 
drawing pins
ß ap the pages of a notebook
pair of scissors open and shut quickly
tap a pair of pencils together
heavy book slammed shut
blow across the top of a milk bottle

� Talk about castles.  Is there one in your neighbourhood?
� Make some sounds to accompany other favourite songs, poems or stories.
� Listen carefully to the One Potato, Two Potato signature tune!  It is composed of many 

of the objects which can be found in a classroom e.g. a bouncing ball, a ruler vibration 
and recorders.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music

Composing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: explore and investigate  
     ways of making sounds; select sounds in response to stimulus;  
     select sounds to express mood and atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: play simple instruments on  
     their own and to accompany singing; develop manipulative   
     control in playing simple instruments.
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PPROGRAMME 10

HISTORY
castles

MUSIC
learn/sing song

SCIENCE
creating sound

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: think and talk about the  
     features and effects of the music they create, perform and listen  
     to.

Science

Physical Processes   Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore ways of making
Sound     sounds using familiar objects.

Cross-Curricular Links
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